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Southland “FAMILY” News 
A Recent “FAMILY” Opportunity at SCC: 

On Sunday, October 14, we gathered for a “Southland FAMILY Fall Fun” 
event. We had all kinds of plans for some outdoor fall fun: games, sitting on 
hay bales around fire pits while eating S’mores and more. Unfortunately, the 
cold rainy day caused many of those plans to change; but, we improvised. 
All in all, it was still a great evening together as a church family. We 
enjoyed a delicious supper of soup and chili. Of course, thanks to Les and 

Adam for leading the frivolity of electronic “Simon Says,” a special unicorn quiz (many of you are 
still looking for those Bible references), Batman-voiced dad jokes (with masks!), etc. We value such 
opportunities when we can enjoy together-ness as a church family! 

Upcoming opportunities to experience “FAMILY” at SCC: 

THANKSGIVING Baskets ... As we lead-up to the Thanksgiving season, 

we are again doing this annual project. Each year, the G6:10 Ministry organizes 

this effort as a great (and easy!) way for the Southland FAMILY to come together 

to serve and bless those BEYOND our church. See page 17 for details. 

Another “Cross CONNECT” session ... For November, we are again 

deviating from our normal Connect Groups at 9am (typically based on similar 

demographics) for “Cross CONNECT - Generational Conversations about Faith.” 

We have had a few of these sessions in the past already. It’s a great opportunity for us to experience a sense of 

“FAMILY” across the generations - just like in a family! See page 14 for more information. 

For the month of December: “A Church FAMILY Christmas” ...  We 

are already making preparations for the Christmas season. Again this year, we are 

packaging the month of December within this context of FAMILY. In addition to our focus 

during our regular ENCOUNTER services each week, we will be providing a few 

intentional FAMILY opportunities. Here’s a glimpse of what is planned: 

Sunday, December 2 from 5-7:30pm - a “Thanks-Mas Family Dinner” … no, 

we’re not “taking Christ out of Christmas,” we’re using this opportunity to do 

what families do during the holiday season: they gather for a meal. Instead of 

doing separate meals for Thanksgiving and Christmas, we’re going to meet in 

the middle for one dinner: hence the name! For the meal, we are requesting 

that you bring a dessert (everything else will be provided). 

After the meal, our evening will include entertainment from a Christian comedian 

named Paul May. He’s from the area and we have been able to arrange for him to be 

here as part of our evening (at 6pm). This event is free for our Southland family 

(though there is an opportunity to bless him with a love offering). 

Sunday, December 9 … this will be a special morning as our Children of Praise group will be doing their 

annual performance as part of our ENCOUNTER service at 10:30 - this year, it’s called “The First Leon.” 

We will also have a FAMILY breakfast beforehand (no 9am Connect Groups or Sunday School classes).  

Monday, December 24 … our annual Christmas Eve service at 6pm. 
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The most recent edition of the Southland “Church FAMILY Directory” has been 

available since the middle of March. It’s a way we want to encourage connections 

with one another as part of the family - a way to be in touch with someone you have 

met, perhaps.  

Part of the reality of such a directory is that we need to regularly provide updates. Sometimes, that’s a 

matter of people changing some contact details. Other times, it’s a matter of providing the information 

of those newer to the Southland family. We use this basic space in “The Vine” to provide such updates.  

Please ADD the following names and information (from our most recent Discover Southland event): 

 Mark & Sandy Arneson (some information is already included, add the following)   

  417-684-7173 (Mark)    mearneson@yahoo.com (Mark)  

 LaVera Bridgeford     

  1703 S. Burks Ave.     Springfield, MO 65807 

  816-262-9123      bridgefordlavera@gmail.com  

 Micah & Julie Brothers (Madi and Zach)    

  3462 E. Blueridge St.     Springfield, MO 65809 

  417-766-3553 (Micah)    417-425-5264 (Julie) 

  micahbrothers@me.com    juliebrothers2@yahoo.com 

 Mike & Jane Cosgrove (Arabella and Jocelyn)   

  819 Myra Dr.      Nixa, MO 65714 

  314-306-9747 (Mike)     417-332-5087 (Jane) 

  mcosgrove417@outlook.com   jane_cosgrove@yahoo.com 

 Tim & Shelly Curl (Colton)     

  106 E. Pintail Dr.     Ozark, MO 65721 

  417-763-8861 (Tim)     417-380-9447 (Shelly) 

  curlti@yahoo.com (Tim)    sphawk71@gmail.com (Shelly) 

 Drew & Donna Moore (Cooper)     

  305 Wren Rd.      Willard, MO 65781 

  417-730-9352 (Drew)    417-818-0389 (Donna) 

  admoore_@hotmail.com (Drew)   dlmoore_@hotmail.com (Donna) 

 Christy Perkins     

  1530 E. Erie; Apt. 107D    Springfield, MO 65804 

  706-254-4927      cperki78@gmail.com  

 Megan Williamson - the contact information is right as it’s in the directory.   

Also, please make the following adjustment with an existing entry: 

 For Vernon & Edith Moody The physical address is also now their mailing address. 

updates 
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PROPERTY Update: 
The sale of a piece of our property is now complete and we are moving forward with carrying-out the main 

objectives we set in place.  

 The balance on our MORTGAGE has been reduced significantly ($780,000 less!) as has our monthly 

payment (we’re only required to pay $1,500 though we intend to be more aggressive than that).  

 We are in the midst of determining the various MAINTENANCE projects we are going to undertake 

with some of the proceeds we set aside for that purpose. That will involve some parking lot work 

over the next few months (e.g. filling cracks and re-sealing) as well as several other projects that 

need attention (e.g. lighting, flooring, painting, etc.). Of course, that’s all in addition to the recent 

roof replacement and some work on the HVAC units on the south end of the building - covered by 

insurance and our $5,000 deductible (the total cost of everything was around $83,000). 

 And, of course, within our MINISTRY, the effects can already be seen in the overall budgetary relief 

and will continue to be seen as we move forward with the hiring of another staff position. 

These were the basic priorities we identified throughout this process as areas in which this property sale would 

be beneficial. It has been great to see the fruition of all God has brought together! 

What’s next with the property we’ve sold? To our knowledge, there has been nothing new yet with the 

developer. So, we do not know anything more about what is going to go in as our neighbors (it could be a 

single user or two different ones). There will surely be some ramifications along the way though again, part of 

the contract grants us cross-parking as it’s available. We will communicate any necessary information as it 

needs to be shared. 

One more piece to all of this: Because of how city regulations go, 

there is likely one more small step we are going to need to take in 

this whole process. If things were to remain zoned as they are (our 

main lot zoned as “Residential Single Family” and the new lot 

zoned as “General Retail”), a 15-foot wide “buffer yard” would be 

required extending north-to-south along the property boundary … 

basically the blacked-out part of the yellow line. While there would 

still be access from Republic Road, it would greatly hinder the 

overall flow of traffic in our parking lot not to mention the overall parking situation (if you want more specifics 

about this, please ask). The only way to remove this requirement is for us to re-zone our current property to 

match the “General Retail” zoning. Cost-wise, this was not something we could have included within the cost 

of the original re-zoning process. While we wish this were not a necessary step, given where everything now is, 

it’s really the most effective way to help alleviate any problems such a buffer yard would create. Ultimately, 

such a zoning for our current property is what will be needed eventually anyway. 

In the midst of all of this process, as a church FAMILY, we continue to move forward focusing on the real work 

God has given us to do, grateful for where He has faithfully led us to be! 

An Update regarding the ongoing STAFF TRANSITION ...  

As the implications fall into place from the now finished property sale, we are really in a position 
to search for an associate minister. The specific duties of this role are still being worked out, but 
we are confident that God will lead us to the right person - someone who will fit with our current 
staff (e.g. complementing the giftedness already here and meshing well with the team) and the 
SCC family as a whole. Please continue to join us in prayer for the way this will all unfold. 
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What’s Happening at Southland: 
Make sure you note the following on your calendar. We share more information in other 

places of “The Vine,” but this is an effort to consolidate things in one place. 

WEEKLY Schedule of Events (listed by time of the week): 

At 9am, we have our “Connect Group” time (as well as Sunday School classes for kids 

and youth through high school). We are having another session of “Cross Connect” 

during November. Groups will be back to normal during the month of December. See 

page 14 for more specifics. 

Sunday mornings at 10:30am … our weekly ENCOUNTER service - the time 

when we gather as a church FAMILY to meet with God. See pages 12-13. 

Sunday evening from 6-8pm … Group Huddle for middle school and high school youth. See 

page 10 for details.  

Wednesdays - 5:30 for dinner, 6:30 start time otherwise … CULTIVATE, our 

mid-week “GROW DEEP” ministry. This session runs through November 14. 

See page 14 for more details. 

Other Events (listed by date): 

Friday, November 2 and Saturday, November 3 … the high school youth group’s trip to “The 

Event” at Ozark Christian College in Joplin, MO. The group leaves Southland at 4pm on Friday 

and returns at 5pm Saturday. 

Sunday, November 4 … “Daylight Savings Time” ends for 2018. Make sure to 

set your clocks back an hour Saturday into Sunday. 

Sunday, November 4 … we are again participating in the annual 

“International Day of Prayer for the Persecuted Church.” It’s a day of 

raising awareness about the reality of persecution around the globe 

and joining in prayer for our brothers and sisters in Christ who 

“share our faith, but not our freedom.” See page 18. 

Sunday, November 4 … the last Sunday to submit a name if you would like to bless someone 

with a Thanksgiving basket on behalf of the Southland family. See page 17 for details. 

Saturday, November 10 … a special C.O.P. practice and pizza party from 5-8pm. If your kids 

are in C.O.P., please have them here for this! 

Sunday, November 11 … Veterans Day. We are grateful for the many within the SCC family 

who have served our country in this capacity as well as families of those who have served! 

Sunday, November 11 … the last Sunday to bring items for the annual Thanksgiving Baskets 

food drive sponsored by the G6:10 Ministry. Again, see page 17. 

Wednesday, November 14 … the last night of regular CULTIVATE for this session; see the 

following Wednesday nights for the C.O.P. schedule (11/21, 11/28 and 12/5). 

Thursday, November 15 … MSA (Moms’ Set Apart) from 9:30-11:30am. 
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Other Events (listed by date - cont.): 

Sunday, November 18 … Thanksgiving baskets will be available for distribution after service. 

Please see one of the inserts in the alcove to participate in blessing a family in this way. 

Sunday, November 18 … nursing home service at Quail Creek (1:15pm). 

Wednesday, November 21 … no C.O.P. practice on this night. 

Thursday, November 22 … “Happy Thanksgiving!” 

Wednesday, November 28 … C.O.P. practice from 6-8pm. 

Friday, November 30 … BTG meeting (6-8:30pm). 

Sunday, December 2 … “Thanks-Mas Church FAMILY Dinner.” A meal to 

celebrate Thanksgiving and Christmas combined (5-7:30pm). For this year, 

we have some entertainment coming as part of the evening – a Christian 

comedian named Paul May. See page 2 for more details. 

Sunday, December 2 … the deadline for returning pajamas for Show-Me Christian Youth 

Home (see p. 18 for details of how to participate in this effort). 

Wednesday, December 5 … C.O.P. practice from 6-8pm. 

Saturday, December 8 … C.O.P. dress rehearsal from 1-4pm. 

Sunday, December 9 … a special morning that will include a FAMILY 

breakfast at 9:30am and the annual Christmas production by our 

“Children of Praise” group as part of our ENCOUNTER service 

(10:30am). This year’s play is called “The First Leon.” This 

schedule is the one we’ve used for the past couple of years and we look forward to it again 

this year! See page 8 for details about the timing of the morning as it relates to those 

involved with C.O.P. 

Monday, December 17 … Southland ladies’ “Cookie Exchange” from 7-8:30pm. More details 

about this event to follow. 

INCOME … 

Regular tithe for September = $39,002 

00 (5 Sundays)   Average weekly tithe = $7,800 

40  

Regular tithe for October = $24,398 

00 (4 Sundays)   Average weekly tithe = $6,099 

50  

Our total tithe so far for the ministry year (September 2018 through August 2019) is $63,400 for a 

weekly average of 7,044 

44. Our projected budgetary need is about $420,000 for the year which 
breaks down to about $8,075 each week. These numbers have been adjusted for current realities 

with staffing and our mortgage payment plus a projection for likely adding staff sometime this year.  

Leadership continues to monitor this area so we can be good stewards of what is available. We are grateful for 

how God has led us through this most recent season leading to the property sale closing back in September. 

Our mortgage is now in the $185,000 range (down $780,000!). Thank you, Southland FAMILY, for your faithful 
participation through your giving!  

FINANCIAL UPDATE … September and October 2018 
We want to provide this basic info to keep you aware of what's happening. Keep in mind, this is a snapshot of 
one month. Please feel free to direct any questions you might have to the office staff or the elders. 
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What MATTers to me … 
If you’re like me, having children has caused you to develop some “parental pet peeves.” Just like more general 
ones, you end up bothered when these certain things happen (even if you don’t always understand why). In my 
experience, it’s an entirely different set of particular annoyances with your children than with others. Most parents 
have their own set. Perhaps the list would include items like chewing with an open mouth, not putting away toys 
(especially Lego’s!), leaving lights on in an empty room, sons not putting a toilet seat down, etc. As my kids have 
grown older, I’ve developed a parental pet peeve against the SHOCK response when they realize I do know what I’m 
talking about. A mom might add something about clothes not being turned inside-out (a pet peeve that applies to 
undomesticated husbands as well   ). 

Here is one that is near the top of my own personal parental pet peeve list: “don’t act like you’re entitled to the 
blessings you have freely received.” It came out recently when Eden acted rather indignant at the expectation that 
she would help with a chore. She was unimpressed with my soliloquy about the blessings and benefits she freely 
enjoys … and the responsibilities that come with them too. 

Somewhere along the line, kids can become convinced that they have been endowed by their Creator with certain 
unalienable rights their parents are obligated to fulfill … and it’s a list that goes far beyond what’s included on the 
Declaration of Independence. Endowed with the right to the trendiest of wardrobes, the latest tech gadget or 
gaming system, their preferred menu of food options, access to whatever entertainment funds they might want, 
and, at some point, even their own desired vehicle. After all, what else are parents for but to give their kids the 
life they want? So seems to be the prevailing logic. And should parents find it appropriate for certain expectations 
to be tied to these rights? Well, how dare they! Maybe I’m overstating it, but it’s hard to deny this reality at work. 

Of course, as a parent, I want to bless my children; I desire to give to them – to provide not just for their needs, 
but to go even beyond that. And yet, when it seems like freely-given blessings are being embraced as entitled 
rights, there’s something in my fatherly heart that hesitates a little bit. After all, we somehow survived childhood 
without these “rights,” right? And, maybe, just maybe, the choice to yield to these demands might actually be 
unhealthy for our kids, perhaps even feeding the sense of what is owed. After all, when blessings become rights 
it’s hard to be content. When freely-given gifts become viewed as entitlements, it’s a challenge to be grateful. 

Well, isn’t it a good thing we grow out of this perspective! If only that were true. Sadly, the same parental pet 
peeve that I have seems to reflect an all too common attitude we can have towards our heavenly Father. It’s hard 
to imagine that, even in the midst of His great love for us, He doesn’t get a bit frustrated with us at times too!  

As we come to the month of November and enter the Thanksgiving season, it seems appropriate that we work to 
cultivate in our hearts the right attitude towards God and His blessings in our lives. It’s fundamental to so many 
aspects of our lives of faith. After all, the grace that allows us into a relationship with Him is an undeserved and 
unearned gift. From there on, the life we live as His children is one of receiving His blessings, not claiming what is 
rightfully ours. Of course, this even extends to the physical and material bounty we have been given to enjoy by 
our good and benevolent Creator. Through it all, it’s impossible for us to respond properly to His goodness if we 
fail to embrace what we have as undeserved blessing. We will not worship as we ought unless we see the grace of 
Jesus’ sacrifice as the beautiful gift it is. We will not praise as we should unless we recognize the countless ways 
He has poured out His faithful love and blessings upon us. We cannot live as faithful stewards of what He has 
entrusted to us as long as we cling to money and possessions as what we have earned all by ourselves. We aren’t 
reaping what we deserve; we’re children living under the gracious and generous provision of our Father in heaven! 

Perhaps this is the best place to start: May we use this time of year to make sure we stop to acknowledge what we 
have received as freely-received blessings, gifts bestowed on us by our loving heavenly Father. As James writes, 
every “good and perfect gift” we have comes from Him (James 1:17). Jesus even reminds us that this is His 
Fatherly desire – to bless us with “good gifts” (Matthew 7:7-11, especially v. 11). May we revel in His bountiful 
blessings, content and grateful for all His undeserved-and-unending goodness in our lives! 
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      - “Discipleship Jr.” (1st
 - 5th grades) 

“Discipleship Jr.” is a year-long curriculum designed to equip kids in all 
areas of their lives: heart, soul, mind and strength. We want to make sure 
God’s Word is in their hearts for transformation! This material is an 
effective way of working towards that goal. Kid ENCOUNTER offers a great 
opportunity for our kids to come and learn on their level.  

“Kid ENCOUNTER” is meeting during our 10:30 ENCOUNTER time as normal throughout the 
month of November (kids start in the service with their families before being dismissed). 

 

“Children of Praise” ... Wednesdays from 6:30 – 7:45pm 
During Cultivate on Wednesday nights, our kids have been involved in 
“Children of Praise” (age 4 through 6th grade). A team of volunteers is doing 
a fantastic job in working with the kids, helping them to rehearse songs, 
practice drama and more in preparation for their annual Christmas 
performance. As in the past few years, the production will be part of our 
morning together - this year, on Sunday, December 9. 

Unlike in the past few years, C.O.P. is using a packaged Christmas drama this 
year. This year’s story is called “The First Leon.” Young Leon feels compelled 
to share the story of Christmas, but he struggles to find the part he can play. 
Just as Mary and Joseph must have felt that first Christmas, Leon experiences 
rejection. Yet, he still finds away to uncover what the story is truly all about. 

Through this program’s music and drama, kids are preparing to share the true 
meaning of Christmas. It’s going to be a great time so make sure you join us! 

As we lead-up to the production, here are some important dates to keep in mind (practices are 
normal for November 7 and 14): 

Saturday November 10 from 5-8pm - a special evening practice to provide some extra 
time for rehearsals; the plan is for a pizza party to be part of this time. 

 Wednesday, November 21 - no CULTIVATE or C.O.P. on this date (this is the night 
before Thanksgiving). 

 Wednesday, November 28 and December 5 from 6-8pm - even though CULTIVATE as 
a whole wraps up on November 15, C.O.P. practices extend beyond the session itself. 
Please note the change in times for these two nights (supper is not provided). 

Saturday, December 8 from 1-4pm - dress rehearsal. 

Sunday, December 9 - here is the schedule for the morning as it relates to C.O.P. 

  8am  Breakfast for all of those involved in the performance 

  8:30am Final rehearsal and preparation 

  10:30am C.O.P. presents “The First Leon” as part of our ENCOUNTER service. 
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Les’ latest  

“Five Teen Trends that Have Changed Since We Were Young” 

I normally like to write my monthly articles in the style of a blog with Scripture and encouragement. Today, I’m 

doing something different. I’m simply going pass on some trends you may have encountered about teen 

behaviors in a tech-savvy world like ours.  

One of the amazing elements about the teenage experience is how 

fast everything changes. How can it not impact their attitudes and 

the way they approach life?! Each morning as teens awake, they 

turn on their mobile devices, where a non-stop stream of new 

thoughts, images and ideas flow past their eyes and ears. In such a 

hand-held world, the only constant seems to be change; some 

behaviors and tendencies do hang on long enough to be deemed as 

a trend.   

As you monitor the electronic devices in your Christ-honoring home, here are five popular social-media trends 

you may want to consider: 

1.  Teens Love to Chill to Netflix. The days of perusing the aisles of Blockbuster in search of that fun Friday 

night rental are long gone; now, movies and TV shows are only a click away. Young people love their Netflix, 

and binge-watching is addicting. “What season of ‘Friends’ are you on?” “About halfway through season 4, but 

I got distracted by watching ‘The Office.’” Parents should become aware of what their teens are watching on 

Netflix. In fact, insist on watching shows with your teens. Learn how to check the history of a Netflix account 

and how to set parental controls. Netflix has plenty of wholesome viewing … and plenty of racy stuff, too! 

2. Teens Communicate with Photos Instead of Words. If a picture is worth 1,000 words, how much is a 

“selfie” worth? Remember when texting was the primary mode of communication? Well, texting words has 

been upgraded to emojis, Snapchat and Instagram. Yes, the popular text-speak (e.g. LOL and TTYL) has now 

been replaced by little pictures of smiling faces and a thumbs up. Better yet, an actual picture of my face with 

a few words captioned across my Snapchat or a picture of a cat laying across your lap will ensure a ton of 

Instagram followers to respond with a heart icon. Teens ask, “Why should I use words if I can capture the 

mood with just the right photo?” 

3. Teens Trust Google … too Much! What is the capital of Portugal? Google it! How many ounces are in a 

cup? Google it! Why go to mom or dad for answers to the tough questions of life when you can simply “Google 

it!” instead? Teens will admit they would actually like to go to their parents with tough questions … if they 

were sure mom and dad wouldn’t freak out. That’s the problem for most teens. When teens ask a question 

about dating, the response generally seems to second-guess the nature of that particular relationship. Instead 

of receiving answers to their questions, kids find parents redirecting the conversation with questions of their 

own. So Google remains the number one place where teens go for answers. Be slow to speak and quick to 

listen! 

4. Teens Escape with Readily Available Music. Music has always been big, but technology has made it 

simpler for young people to carry around an entire music library everywhere they go. For those who were 

teens in the 80’s, think the Sony Walkman and the mix tape … on steroids! Mix tapes have been replaced by 

playlists (and Spotify is the newest way to share those with others), and listening to these lists is even easier 

now that every gadget and vehicle we buy is “phone ready.” All kids have to do is hook up their device and 

play their music whenever and wherever.   
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GROUP HUDDLE NEWS (m.S. & H.S.) 

“GROUP HUDDLE” is a weekly time (Sundays from 6-8pm) for middle school and high 
school students. It offers a place for students to connect and dive into God’s Word as 
they participate in meaningful small groups, worship and fellowship. 

GROUP HUDDLE MEALS: 

Each semester, we ask parents to help defray the expense of 
feeding several hungry teens at Group Huddle. We ask parents 
to send  $20 for each teen from your household who is 
attending (that covers the whole semester, through December). 

 “GROUP HUDDLE MISSIONS: 

This semester, we are partnering with Samuel and Rachel Martin who 
are working with a newly established gathering in Kyoto, Japan called 
Mustard Seed Christian Church. Kyoto is one of three major cities in a 
metropolitan area (Osaka and Kobe are the other two) with over 19 
million people - the Christian population in Kyoto makes up less than 
1%. It’s a great opportunity to help spread the Good News of Jesus! 

UPCOMING GROUP HUDDLE THEMES: 

November 4 Normal Group Huddle - EAT IT! … “Chopstick Challenge” 

November 11 Normal Group Huddle - WEAR IT! … “Obnoxious Neon Night” 

November 18 Normal Group Huddle - PLAY IT! … “9-Square in the Air” 

November 25 Normal Group Huddle - DRESS UP! … “Rock the Sweater” 

December 2 No Group Huddle - Southland’s “Thanks-Mas Family Dinner” (see 
p. 3 for more details) from 5-7:30pm … Group Huddle students and 
their families are encouraged to join the Southland family for this event. 

December 9 Annual Group Huddle Christmas Party - you’ve heard of “The 
Greatest Show,” this is “The Greatest Story.” Details to follow. 

Group Huddle takes a break for the Christmas season; it will resume in January.  

5. Teens Live in Anonymity.  The pictures vanish … and the thinking is “so no one will know.” Parents should 

be aware of any app or website promoting a lack of accountability. Anonymity only breeds irresponsibility. 

Think of the way kids act out when they have a substitute teacher. The nature of apps like Snapchat convinces 

young people there are no consequences for their actions. Since whatever is posted will disappear, they 

believe any ramifications will as well; so, young people gamble by posting careless words or inappropriate 

photos. Parents need to teach their teens about social media responsibility. Tell them to never post anything 

they wouldn’t want their grandmother, pastor or boss to see. 

WEDNESDAY EVENINGS (m.S. & H.S.) 
During our Wednesday night CULTIVATE ministry, we have programming for middle school and high 

school students. This meets from 6:30-7:45pm through Wednesday, November 14. NOTE: 6th 

graders are with C.O.P. during this Fall session of CULTIVATE. 
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southlandwomen 

November meetings:  Thursday, 11/1 and 
Thursday, 11/15 (9:30-11:30am each time) 

 

Cost is $5/meeting to help with expenses, including childcare. 

 Contact:  Debbie Jennings (msamornings@gosouthland.org).  

BTG is a ministry for young ladies age 8 through 8th 
grade as well as their moms/grandmothers.  

Box Top Girls 
The next BTG 

meeting is Friday 
November 30 from 

6-8:30pm. 

As always, dinner is 
included.  

The men’s group is not currently gathering on the 3rd Tuesday of each month. As within the women’s ministry, 

this is to help streamline the calendar with Deeper Life Groups on Wednesday nights (really, these D-Groups 

are an expanded and weekly option for those gatherings that had been happening). We certainly hope these 

continue to be a place where men can GROW DEEP together. 

The 2nd Saturdays of each month have been identified as an occasional time for men to be 

together - sometimes for more service-oriented projects and other times for more fun times. 

Be watching for details about what might be planned on the Facebook page and via e-mail. 

SAVE the DATE for a fun ladies’ event!  
Put this upcoming      event on your calendars: 

We’re bringing back the Southland 

Ladies’ “COOKIE Exchange” 

Monday, December 17 

from 7-8:30pm 

Be looking for more details.  

In this season of change (e.g. a streamlined calendar with D-Groups instead of Ladies’ Bible Study, 

etc.), these “outside events” are designed to help the ladies of Southland continue to grow together. 

We are also planning another session of “HIS & HERS Connect” during this ministry year. 

southlandwomen 
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Weekly ENCOUNTER 
... a time to gather in God's presence together. 

“I Surrender All:  A ‘How-to Guide’ for Living in a Monarchy” – a note from Adam 

“Most of the crowd spread their cloaks on the road, and others cut branches from the trees and 

spread them on the road.  And the crowds that went before him and that followed him were 

shouting, “Hosanna to the Son of David! Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord! 

Hosanna in the highest!”  

        - Matthew 21:8-9 

America is a wonderful place to live.  This great social experiment opened a new way for the world to see what 

government could truly be: of the people, by the people and for the people. But, because of that, it’s done a 

pretty bad job at teaching us how to live in a monarchy. You may be thinking to yourself, “Adam, you’ve really 

done it this time; you’re insane. Of course monarchs are horrible! We kicked them out over 250 years ago. Why 

in the world are you talking about monarchies?!” I know, I know, I’m crazy, but follow me for a minute and see 

where we go here. 

I’m a true-blooded American. I eat my apple pie, and love to go to baseball games. I could never imagine living 

under an earthly king, someone possessing the authority to control every aspect of my life. It sounds 

absolutely insane and makes me want to rebel; and this is just an imaginary situation. We here in America are 

against kings. But wait a second … Isn’t Jesus “KING?” 

The people surely thought so in His day. When Jesus 

entered Jerusalem on what we call “Palm Sunday,” they 

threw down blankets and palm branches as He rode in 

on a donkey (the most lowly of animals). They were 

celebrating and welcoming a king. On another occasion 

in Mark 10, James and John asked for special political 

places once Jesus was ruling on the throne. Both His 

disciples and the broader crowds made the mistake of 

believing Jesus was a regular king coming to rule from a 

regular earthly throne. 

I’m a human. I like control. Control means safety. 

Control means I can’t be hurt. Why would I give control 

to someone else? To a king? Never! And God laughs as I sit here trying to make my own kingdom, where I set 

up my own influence, financial security and safety - where I can be in control. When did I make the goal 

running my own life instead of serving my King? I need more than a Savior; I need a Conqueror who will 

liberate me … even from myself. I am a broken and selfish sinner who demands more and more control. I want 

to decide what I can be forgiven for and what I will forgive as I hold on to my shame and guilt and hurt and sin. 

I don’t know about you, but I need a King. I need a King to conquer me. 

Palm branches had become a very significant symbol for the Jewish people. They didn’t just start throwing 

random tree branches on the ground for the fun of it. Palm branches signified victory. The people used them 

because they thought Jesus’ entrance into Jerusalem signaled the Messiah’s coming victory over Rome. But in 

all reality, he didn’t come for Rome. He came for all of us. 
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We are still in a season where we are trying to recruit additional 

volunteers to serve within our worship team. If you are willing to 

serve in any way as part of this team (instrumentally, vocally or even 

with the tech team), please let Adam know.  

Our Upcoming Preaching Calendar 
The month of November is always a bit of a tricky one on the calendar. We’ve wrapped-up the main fall expository series 
through a book (in this year’s case, Revelation 2-3). We’re not quite ready yet for the Christmas season - that really 
begins once we turn the calendar into December. So, it leaves this month somewhat on its own. Because of that, there is 
no specific series-link we’re going to be using for our preaching during the 4 Sundays of November.  

Here’s the current plan (as of the start of the month, subject to change):  

November 4 This is the day called “The International Day of Prayer for the Persecuted Church” - a day for 
raising awareness about the realities facing our brothers and sisters in Christ around the globe. 
We are devoting our sermon time to this basic theme, including time for prayer. Thematically, 
we are going to continue our broad focus in Revelation by considering the way God’s promise 
for what is in store (our CONFIDENT HOPE) motivates the faithful endurance of His people. 

November 11 We remain in Revelation to consider chapters 4-5 - part of what enables us to answer Jesus’ 
call to faithful endurance is a clear vision of the WORTHINESS of the One who sits on 
heaven’s throne and Jesus, the Lamb who was slain (but overcame!). 

November 18 and 25 … we have yet to determine our sermonic theme for these weeks - perhaps a focus on a 
theme like gratitude or living as blessed receivers; this could also be a time to focus on a “STRIVE Point.”  

 

Jesus conquers through love and humility. He conquers us in a way that doesn’t make sense. On the cross, He 

won the war against every foothold Satan has in this world. It’s upside-down - He won by losing. He conquered 

death and Satan in the weirdest way possible: by being crucified. I think for us it’s the same way. We find life 

only by surrendering ourselves and being conquered … it’s how we find real freedom. 

America is great, but it hasn’t taught us how to live in a monarchy. While we may dislike the idea of a king, in 

Jesus, we serve a King who is far greater and far more than anything we can imagine. A King who has come to 

conquer us with love and humility. The only way to win this war is to pick up a palm branch as we worship and 

celebrate this King in complete surrender. It’s weird, it’s upside-down, and it goes against our natural instincts. 

“The greatest crisis we ever face is the surrender of our will. Yet God never forces a person’s will into surrender, 
and He never begs. He patiently waits until that person willingly yields to Him. And once that battle has been 

fought, it never needs to be fought again.” - Oswald Chambers 
 

Your Friendly Neighborhood Part Time Guy, 

Adam Faulkner 
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CONNECT Groups 
... a place to discover Christian community. 

We have designed our CONNECT Groups to be a place where people discover Christian community. This is an especially great place 

for us to experience a sense of FAMILY. They provide the right kind of place to build relationships with other believers, to pray with 

and for one another and to consider how God’s Word applies to our lives as we strive to follow Jesus faithfully.  

What’s Happening in CONNECT Groups  (Sundays at 9am)  

For the month of November, we are in another session of “Cross 

Connect” (as we have done in the past). Unlike our normal Connect Groups 

that are based around similar demographics and life situations, these are 

inter-generational groups. These groups still gather at 9am for to discuss 

a life of faith in Jesus and to build relationships with others in the Southland family. It’s just done in a 

different context - together with others from across the age spectrum (high school students and older). 

While it’s a great source of encouragement to be with our “normal” groups where many life situations are 

similar, it’s also good for all of us to have this kind of experience as well. 

Since one goal of “Cross Connect” is relational, part of our time is spent simply allowing time for such 

connecting to happen across generational lines. Of course, there is also content. During these 4 weeks, we 

are starting with some conversations about what it means to be a part of the church family. 

Throughout the month of November, we have names posted on a board in the foyer listing the 

groups and locations. If your name is not on that list, feel free to join any of the groups. 

We resume normal Connect Groups in December (though the schedule will be somewhat 
different with various plans throughout the month - like on Sunday, December 9). 

At Southland, a significant part of what we do is designed to help people GROW DEEP. This happens through our Deeper Life 

Groups (a.k.a. "D-Groups") as well as other opportunities like Ladies’ Bible Study. Since Fall 2015, it has also included our 

Wednesday evening ministry called “CULTIVATE” that runs through the school year. Though each is somewhat unique in its format, 

they all have the same basic purpose: to help us plant deep roots down into Christ and God’s Word (see Colossians 2:6-7). 

G ROW DEEP Ministries 
... an opportunity to plant deep roots in Jesus and God's Word. 

After some time off through the holidays, the plan is for 

CULTIVATE to resume in January - D-Groups are again the 

plan (continuing current ones and/or starting new ones). 
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This section of the Vine provides a central place for you to be informed about how to become active in service at 

Southland. One of our major priorities is to be a place where God's people BUILD UP one another. In fact, according to 

Ephesians 4:16, the overall health of the church (the Body) depends upon each part doing its "own special work." 

Through our acts of service, God uses us to help others grow. At the same time, here’s what is beautiful about God's 

design: what we do for the benefit of others even has benefits for our own growth as followers of Jesus. That's why we 

share this section with you. While we cannot include every potential opportunity to serve, we want to (1) highlight 

some specific areas where we are needing help, (2) make you aware of any extra, more occasional opportunities to 

serve and (3) provide a place to thank some of our volunteers. 

Opportunities to BUILD UP 
... a way to serve others and even help ourselves grow. 

Specific Opportunities to Serve & “BUILD UP” the Body 

There are blue flyers at the Welcome Center that identify some ongoing ways we need people 

to serve. Below, we have identified some specific ways we need volunteers especially at this 

particular time: 

 Those who can serve instrumentally or vocally with the worship team; this includes 

anyone interested in being a part of the “tech team” during service as well - we could use 

some more help specifically with someone to run the computer (Easy Worship). 

 We are still in need of volunteers to serve at the Welcome Center - (once a month from 

10:15-10:40). It’s a great way to provide a welcoming atmosphere for our guests. 

If you are willing to help in one of these areas, please let the office know. You can use one 

of the BLUE cards available by the Welcome Center. Fill it out, leave it in the office and 

we’ll be in touch! 

THANK YOU to all of those who helped with our “Southland 

Family Fall Fun” event on October 14:  those who provided 

soup/chili (so many of you!), those who helped with activities 

like face painting and pumpkin decorating, the crew that set-up for the evening (thanks for 

organizing this, Mark Miller!), those that helped in the kitchen and those who made outdoor 

S’mores possible in spite of the weather (thanks, Ben!). 

Now that we’re at the end of another mowing season, it’s a good time to THANK all of those 

who helped with the mowing this year! There are too many different individuals to mention 

them all by name, but your work in helping us make a good first impression is certainly 

appreciated! A special thanks to Mark Miller and Mike Seal for leading the effort. 

It’s also appropriate to extend a “THANK YOU!” to Bob and Liz Wood for the extra work 

they’ve done recently on making things look better on the outside of our building. 
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SERVING SCHEDULE – November 2018 
 Greeters Welcome Center Foyer Hosts 

11/4 
Empty Nesters (8:45-9:10)  |———— Jay & Kim T. ————| 

The Refuge (10:15-10:40) Pat B. and Dorothy M. (10:15-10:40) Terry & Brenda O. 

11/11 
Free at Last (8:45-9:10)  |———— Ernie & Charlotte E. ————| 

The Branch (10:15-10:40) Joan H. and Debbie N.  (10:15-10:40) A J & Terra G. 

11/18 
Empty Nesters (8:45-9:10)  |——— Warren & Carolyn B. ———| 

The Refuge (10:15-10:40) Wilber K. and Sue M. (10:15-10:40) Steve & Lee Ann M. 

11/25 
Free at Last (8:45-9:10)  |———— Bill & Pam F. ————| 

The Branch (10:15-10:40) Jay & Kim T. (10:15-10:40) Bob & Liz W. 

 

 Communion Preparation Serving Team Leader Computer 

11/4 Mark Miller Sonya Simpson 

Cheryl/Sean Boland 
11/11 Doug Graves Dan Gray 

11/18 Ben Jennings Simeon Martin 

11/25 Warren Burros Nate Jennings 

 

 Nursery check-in Nursery workers 

11/4 - 8:50-10:20am 

11/4 - 10:20-dismissal 

Jill Sims 

Abbi Miller 

Jill/Amanda Sims 

Kris & Natalie Wuerch + Abbi Miller 

11/11 - 8:50-10:20am 

11/11 - 10:20-dismissal 

Stacy Gambill 

Debbie Gray 

Stacy Gambill + Jessica McAnally 

Debbie Gray + Jenelle/Ezri Smith 

11/18 - 8:50-10:20am 

11/18 - 10:20-dismissal 

Amanda Miller 

Susan Graves 

Amanda/Abbi Miller 

Graves family 

11/25 - 8:50-10:20am 

11/25 - 10:20-dismissal 

Carissa Virtue 

Amanda Miller 

Carissa Virtue + _________ 

Amanda/Megan Miller 

 

  Li’l Kid ENCOUNTER (age 3 - K) Kid ENCOUNTER (1st - 5th grades) 

11/4 Sara E. - Lizzie K. - Jeremiah S. Les Londeen + helper 

11/11 Brad & Marsha F. - Kira S. Brad & Ashley Worthy 

11/18 Cindy M. - Andrea C. Andy & Donna Lillard 

11/25 Kristin L. -  Emily W. - Macy S. Matt & Amber Neil 
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LIVE OUT 
Ministries 

... a path for putting 
faith into action. 

"Therefore, as we have opportunity, let us do good to all people, 

especially to those who belong to the family of believers."       

        - Galatians 6:10 

The G6:10 Ministry’s annual “Thanksgiving Baskets” project is happening NOW!  

As we do each November, we are again participating in this annual project designed 

by the G6:10 Ministry to help us LIVE OUT faith as we move into the Thanksgiving 

season. Check out the flyers we’ve made available at Southland for all the specific 

details on this project - we are assembling 40 baskets this year! 

Here are some key dates to keep in mind about our process this year: 

 Sunday November 4 If you want to distribute a basket - or more - to someone in need this 

Thanksgiving … this is the last day to turn in a form (see the back of the flyers 

available in the alcove). This is a great personal way for you to bring a blessing 

to someone on behalf of the Southland family. 

 Sunday, November 11 All donations (food and money) need to be returned by this date. 

 Sunday, November 18 Baskets will be ready for distribution after our ENCOUNTER service (it may take 
some time for them to be finalized on that day). 

OPPORTUNITIES TO “LIVE OUT” YOUR FAITH 

One of the key purposes of the G6:10 Ministry is to offer opportunities for us to LIVE OUT faith (see the theme verse of 

Galatians 6:10). That is not so much about creating new events, but helping to keep the SCC family aware of events that 

are already happening, especially with our local ministry partners. The goal is not for everyone to participate in every 

single event. Rather, we want to lay these opportunities before you so you can decide how/where/when to participate. 

We want to provide you with some specific ways you can participate in Kingdom work as you LIVE OUT your faith. 

Our local ministry partners: 

 

www.cchonthe.net 

www.show-mehome.com 

www.417pcc.org www.maranatha 

biblecamp.org 

www.occ.edu 
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The Empty Nesters are again leading an effort to collect new pajamas for young 

people at Show-Me Christian Youth Home. See one of the Empty Nesters if you want to 

participate (you will receive a card with a child’s information on it). The pajamas need 

to then be brought to Southland no later than Sunday, December 2 so that they can be 

passed on to Show-Me in time for the Christmas season. 

To keep you informed about Southland’s foreign missions 

partners, we strive to provide updates when available in 

the alcove of the auditorium (by the map). This is really 

the only way one of our partners can communicate with 

us. Their location makes any online presence too risky 

from a security standpoint. We do make their newsletters 

available as they come in. 

There is a website for the “Central India Christian Mission.” Check out www.indiamission.org 

for more information about some of the global Kingdom work we get to partner in here at 

Southland. You can also “like” their Facebook page for ongoing updates.  

You can check out the website for “Life of Hope Ministries” at www.lifeofhope.org. Through 

our connection to Life of Hope, we are partnering with those on the ground in Guatemala. It’s 

another way we can participate in furthering God’s mission globally.  

 

We are grateful for our 2018 Guatemala team who shared about their experience on Sunday, October 28 

during the 9am time slot. It was a great time to hear about the lives they touched through this medical trip as 

well as the ways their own hearts were impacted by the experience. Overall, it served as great confirmation 

that it is a great privilege for us to be a part of the work being done by Life of Hope! 

REMINDER:  a 2019 Guatemala trip with Life of Hope is already on the calendar for June 22-29, 2019.  

This 2019 trip will be more of a work project. Sometime in early January, we will have a meeting for those 

who are interested in going on this trip. In some ways, we will need to be moving pretty quickly at that point 

as it takes several months to go through all of the preparation process. If you already know you are 
interested, please go ahead and let the office know as we will be doing some planning even before then. 

International Day of Prayer for the Persecuted Church … Sunday, Nov. 4 

Many believers around the world today “share our faith, but not our freedom.” 

Indeed, compared to what we experience, there can be constant and far more 

intense pressure facing our brothers and sisters in Christ in different parts of the 

globe. Especially because it involves our fellow citizens in His Kingdom, this is not 

a problem we can ignore. That’s why we participate each year in this special day 

when we raise awareness, but, most importantly, when we pray – expressing our 

oneness with them as we intercede on their behalf. 

That’s what Sunday, November 4 is all about. We will again devote time to this day during our ENCOUNTER time. It will be a 

time to open our eyes to God’s global Kingdom and express our solidarity in Christ with our fellow believers. Part of the value of 

this day is the way that it can also inspire US to stand firm in whatever way we experience difficulties here. Please join us for 

this special morning. 

Whether you can join us or not, there are additional resources online that can help spur your prayers for the persecuted church. 
Here are some helpful websites to bookmark and consult from time-to-time (you can click directly on the electronic link): 

www.opendoorsusa.org (“World Watch List”) www.persecution.org (“International Christian Concern”) 

www.persecution.com (“The Voice of the Martyrs”) 

http://www.indiamission.org
http://www.indiamission.org
http://www.opendoorsusa.org
http://www.persecution.org
http://www.persecution.com

